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What Are The Three Key Areas
Of Opportunity For Mobility
Programme Cost Optimisation?
In this article, extracted from Santa
Fe Relocation's white paper, Mobility
Programme Cost Optimisation, we
provide a comprehensive review
of focus areas in establishing the
optimal Global Mobility programme
to align with your organisation’s
purpose and desired contribution
from Global Mobility.
We explore the significant opportunity
for optimising programme effectiveness,
principally focusing on three areas of visible
cost savings:
1. Programme management - How
organisations structure their service
model combining people, process and
technology to support the international
talent mobilisation.
2. Individual employee relocation and
assignment costs - Business case for
people investment, policy type which

drives compensation, over-base allowances
such as cost of living indices, assignment/
relocation and host country conditions.
3. Employment tax and social security
planning - Effective tax and social security
planning should be factored into both
the policy development and on-going
operational delivery of relocation and
assignment management solutions.

Cost Optimisation Potential

To illustrate the full potential for total cost
optimisation, it is important to understand
the cost profile of the total programme
framework (See Fig. 3). As an illustration, a
Global Mobility programme with a crossborder assignee population of 20 long-term
assignees can cost €6 Million per annum
in addition to mobility employment costs.
In some cases, this cost information is
known at local level but not consolidated
and presented at group board level.
Creating a more transparent awareness of

talent investment and talent performance
will increasingly become a necessity in
supporting organisational growth and
optimising effectiveness.

1. PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
Resourcing Model

Optimising the roles and value contribution of
all stakeholders that engage in Global Mobility.

Repurposing The Role And
Focus Of Global Mobility

Often, transformation of Global
Mobility can form part of a wider people
transformation plan driven by leadership.
Equally, Global Mobility transformation may
be a discrete focus on that part of human
resources. Identifying those roles and
activities that should be delivered inside the
organisation and those that could be better
delivered by an external specialist partner
will be part of the evaluation.

Fig 3: Total Programme Costs - example using a sample programme of 20 long-term assignments
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MOBILITY PROGRAMME COST OPTIMISATION
As an example, in Fig. 5 we highlight the
views of Business Leaders of the roles and
value drivers that they would like Global
Mobility to focus on.
Prior to any transformation process, here
are key questions to assess the current
situation, in preparation of ideating desired
future programme design.

Team Resources, Ratios Of Staff
To International Deployments

• How is the internal Global Mobility team
currently structured?
• Is it fully dedicated to Global Mobility or
are they hybrid roles?
• Team roles today and near future?
• Shifting competencies-does the organisation
want the GM team to refocus on strategic
initiatives? (Fig. 5)
• How many relocations are managed by
each team member?
• Will an external specialist partner(s)
provide a more flexible model to align with
changes in demand?
• What is the true number of people
supporting the GM programme, including
local HR, payroll, finance?
• What is the scope of responsibilities, for
example, does it include all relocations,
including international hires?

Programme Delivery: Service
Delivery Model And Digitised
Systems

Global Mobility teams need to control
and co-ordinate multiple stakeholders
both internally and externally, as well
as the relocating employee and their
family unit. Cost saving opportunities are
therefore a function of having clarity on
how the organisation wants to set up their
programme, defining the re-sourcing strategy
and the supporting technology platform.
As well as determining what activities
are managed inhouse, consideration of
technology is important. Do you invest
in buying or licensing specialised mobility
software, or do you prefer to have access to
an external provider’s system?
Part of the cost optimisation initiatives
should include decision making on whether
there is a necessity to have co-ordination
from one location globally or have regional

or indeed local presence. While a local HR
or Global Mobility employee may enjoy the
work and make representation to maintain
the need for a local presence, this may be an
opportunity to streamline processes, or use
technology to ensure real-time transparency,
so that the local service provider can
maintain contact with a regional or global
coordinator and thus ensure a more holistic
overview of operational delivery.
The trade-off too, is that organisations
have a duty of care, and establishing quality
standards and key performance indicators for
supply-chain will ensure a balance between
competitive pricing and quality.

Supply-Chain

A significant cost saving opportunity lies in
evaluating the end-to-end Global Mobility
supply-chain. We explored this in Fig. 3. Part
of total cost optimisation is an assessment
of whether or not there are suppliers for

Fig. 5: Business Leaders’ view of where Global Mobility spend most
time and should spend most time

International Business Travellers

• Is compliance management and
co-ordination of international business
travellers within this remit?
• Are business travellers being considered as
an addition to Global Mobility’s brief?
• Who is accountable and who is responsible?
• What systems manage the process?

Opportunities

• What is the internal Global Mobility team’s
core purpose today and in the future?
• Co-develop a Global Mobility plan with
internal stakeholders to establish what value
and contribution is required over the next
two to five years, bearing in mind the talent
development and acquisition strategy. Is this
predictable or likely to be more reactive to
changing business and organisation priorities?
• Establish the full cost of internal
employees supporting Global Mobility - all
fixed and variable costs, including the cost
of long-term retirement provisions for
employees, annual leave and training and
development costs
• Establish a balanced full comparison of a
fully loaded resources cost model
• What roles could be better delivered by
an external specialist and what is core
to the organisation that should sustain
organisation culture, values and knowledge
of legacy decisions on policy and talent?
• How can the organisation maintain leading
edge practices and knowledge to deliver
the right experience for all stakeholders?
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each aspect of the international relocation
process who can offer a global, regional, or
local service.
Apart from establishing key selection
criteria such as scope, transparent pricing,
quality, credentials, systems, business
continuity, it is also very important to reflect
on the communication and time resource
challenges of having multiple providers for
one or more service lines.

Analytics

A business case for change that presents a
story without data and insights, remains a story.
And a business case with analytics and insights
becomes a compelling reason for leadership to
invest time considering the proposal.
Ultimately, the ability to systematically
capture and report on financial and talent
data, combined with qualitative evaluation
of external supply-chain, should drive more
visibility and engagement with leadership.
It is therefore essential that qualitative and
quantitative information is available, in a realtime environment.
Whether the data focuses on feedback on
employee experience, forecast cost versus
actual cost, performance against KPIs, it is
essential that the solution is part of a wider
transformation process.

2. INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE
RELOCATION AND
ASSIGNMENT COSTS
International Talent Investment
Plan - Creating A Business Case

• How are formalised international work
arrangements established?
• Determine the purpose and desired
outcomes, who will benefit from the
investment? What is the return on
investment (ROI)? Selecting the right
mobility policy category is critical to
determine the type of policy application,
the preferred candidate profile, and
whether the arrangement is a one way
permanent/indefinite relocation or a
temporary assignment for up to three to
five years maximum
• This can be supported with a full cost
forecast based on the policy type and other
factors such as duration, and family size.

Benefits

• An audit trail with executive authorisation
• If original executive sponsors move on,
there is business continuity
• Clarity on why the assignment or
relocation has been initiated
• Transparency for all stakeholders to assess
on an on-going basis, the value and reason
for continuing with the deployment
• Measure performance against business case
• Ability to track original forecast costs with
actual costs.
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Implementing greater scope to widen
mobility opportunities to more talent and
enhance diversity and inclusion outside of
existing talent pool or first choice thinking by
regional or divisional business and HR leaders,
also helps dilute the negotiation that often
increases cost without the corresponding
increased value.

Which Policy Type - What
Investment Profile Does The
Business Case Support?

As suggested in the international talent
investment plan, GM teams can ensure that
policies are aligned with the organisation
drivers and explicitly for whose benefit?
These fundamental decisions can optimise
the compensation/allowance approach,
relocation provision, and ensure equity
through clarity of purpose and intent.
Exception requests should be minimised,
which requires appropriate governance to be
established. This could be to minimise the cases
where the business seeks to support additional
allowances or unreasonably influence a
reduction of relocation packages to save on
their own budgets that could impact their
personal performance assessments.
Governance over policy decisions can
only be effective where there is systematic
tracking, analysis and approvals awarded by
the agreed internal leadership. This of course,
connects to programme management, in
terms of local, regional, global processes and
systems to ensure that any exceptions are
timely addressed, approved, and reported in
periodic GM talent/programme reviews.
In the past, policies were time based shortterm or long-term, and while duration is
important, the ability to differentiate the why,
what and for whose benefit, enables Global
Mobility professionals to create value in the
talent and pre-planning discussions of projects.
Establishing the right compensation
principles is essential. If the employee
becomes a critical resource but the
departure and arrival country reward and
cost of living conditions vary significantly,
this can be a talent barrier and even worse,
a retention issue as the employee seeks
a competitor willing to hire the valuable
resource. The wrong compensation approach
adopted upon relocation can indeed be a
barrier to localisation without the significant
costs needed to buyout the incremental
assignment package costs.

Host Country Conditions - Areas
Of Cost Saving Opportunity

Considering the total cost pie chart in Fig. 3.,
there are several areas of opportunity to cost
optimise the Global Mobility policy conditions.
While these can emotive, an objective
assessment and review into these elements
could potentially yield significant savings,
without impacting the assignment experience.

• Education: Is the automatic default that
the organisation will fully fund private
education, or is the public system adequate
enough for the relocating children based
on their stage of education? Are there
opportunities to revisit the scope and
different policy type to mitigate this?
• Housing: What is offered, what location,
what data levels for accommodation and
who will sign the lease? Is there a need for
temporary accommodation?
• Cost of living: Which data is used?
Hardship location allowances/ quality of
life allowances (QUOLA). How are these
defined for the organisation, have these
changed? Does it fit with the organisation
culture?
• Foreign service premiums: Why? How
does this fit with the talent strategy?
• Relocation and settling in allowances:
How much and scope of items to cover?
• Household goods policy: How do they align
with the policy type and the host conditions?

Core/Flex Or Lump Sum Policies

One approach to manage costs and influence
employee experience is the introduction
of more flexible policies. Some common
objectives in creating a flexible policy include:
• Reducing exceptions
• Effective cost management
• Increasing choices for the business or for
the assignee.
Considerations: for certain categories
and sectors, a cash lump sum approach
provides employees with the discretion
to purchase relocation services. While
this may seem a simple solution to ease
mobility co-ordination and a desire a simpler
approach, there needs to be due diligence
to ensure that it delivers the right employee
experience. There are pitfalls if this is not
effectively managed.

3. EMPLOYMENT TAX AND
SOCIAL SECURITY

It is evident in Fig. 3, that tax and social
security represent the largest cost for an
assignment, particularly in relation to the
additional tax that organisations bear in
paying the cost of housing, education, and
other taxable assignment elements.
The gross up effect is a key reason for
the fact that a business-driven long-term
assignment can cost a multiple of three or
five times of the employee’s base salary.
In Santa Fe Relocation’s GMS Report
2020/21, in the special feature section 6,
we provide examples of the tax planning
opportunities, which in the example
provided saved the organisation €192K
for one employee assignment over a
three-year period. For this reason, the
development of new policies or cost
optimisation projects benefit from the
involvement of tax specialists.

MOBILITY PROGRAMME COST OPTIMISATION
Examples Of How
Specialised Tax
Reviews Can Create
Value Include

• Assessing the impact of delaying or
accelerating the start of an assignment
to take advantage of the annual tax
reporting cycles in the departure and
arrival destinations
• Identify policy elements that can be
optimally delivered based on home/host
regulations e.g. Housing arrangements
- deciding whether a cash allowance or
housing paid directly by the organisation
is tax optimal
• Provide illustrated examples of which tax
principles to adopt - either globally, for
example tax equalisation, or for certain
locations, tax protection, and in other
cases a laissez-faire approac
• Social security planning is equally
important. Dependent on the
country combinations, there could
be potential to save thousands
every year, per assignee, without
prejudicing the employee’s home
country contribution record
• Advise a business how best to structure
assignments in order to mitigate
corporate tax risk i.e. the creation of a
permanent establishment.

Summary

We have indicated that there are three
principal areas to assess and evaluate.
Whilst the current COVID-19 pandemic will
undoubtedly create more twists and turns,
companies must continue to proactively
adapt and evolve in these circumstances to
future proof their organisation and transform
for tomorrow’s world. Whilst mobility
volumes remain suppressed in the shorterterm, there is no better time for mobility
functions to undertake a programme review
and secure the buy in from leadership!
Successful transformation could be simply
having a full understanding and awareness of cost,
the resourcing model, technology opportunities
and having a full inventory of all suppliers. Or it
could be the identification of a raft of robust
cost saving opportunities that might involve
consultation with business leaders and generalist
HR, especially if the programme provides
generous packages and those on international
assignments are a long-standing community.
Finding the right balance will be very different
for each organisation. What is clear is the need
to move past simply benchmarking to guiding
what is best for the organisation - move away
from being descriptive about comparators to
becoming more prescriptive about how to
optimise the effectiveness and cost profile from
a future design aspect fit for your business.

Resource:
w w w. s a n t a fe re l o . co m /e n /m o b i l i t y insights/white-papers/mobilityprogramme-cost-optimisation/
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